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Once coal mine accidents occur, a series of chain reactions will bring radiation
effects that are difficult to solve in the short term to the normal operation of the
economy and society. Therefore, the post-disaster management of coal mine
accident is particularly important. Coal mine emergency response involves many
stakeholders, and it needs various regions, departments to achieve multi-agent,
multi-level effective collaboration to ensure that the coal mine accidents are
controlled as soon as possible. Local governments and coal mine enterprises are
themain forces in the post-accident emergencymanagement of coal mines, but the
differences in their interest motives, preferences and cognitive structures make it
difficult for the relevant emergency managers to make correct decisions in the
complex accident management environment, therefore, the game relationship
between conflict and cooperation among related subjects is explored based on
the perspective of game theory. This study establishes a game model of coal mine
accident response behavior between coalmining enterprises and local governments,
and quantitatively adopts themethod of numerical simulation analysis to conduct in-
depth analysis of the influencing factors of their decision-making behavior. The
results reveal that: 1) the establishment of an information sharing mechanism is an
important condition for local governments to efficiently and quickly start the incident
response process for coal mine accidents; 2) Under the proper supervision of local
government, the impact of the reduction of emergency response cost on the active
response of coal mining enterprises is more significant and direct, that is, The cost of
emergency response is the decisive factor affecting the incident response work of
coal mining company; 3) the establishment of emergency cost compensation
mechanism and incentive mechanism should also be the focus of local
governments in formulating emergency coordination policies in the future. This
study provides scientifc and reasonable management suggestions in line with the
actual situation of China and provides a useful reference for local government to
formulate the optimal strategy for emergency coordination in coal mine
emergencies, to improve the motivation of each coordinating subjects and to
improve the current situation of emergency coordination in China’s coal mines.
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1 Introduction

In a context where “peak-carbon-neutral” is increasingly
becoming the new global political identity, From the European
Union’s push for a “Green New Deal” to the United States’ return
to the Paris Agreement (Rogelj et al., 2016), from Japan’s
establishment of a “Green Growth Plan” to South Korea’s
announcement of a carbon-neutral promotion strategy, the world’s
major economies are competing to make a “zero carbon commitment
(Wang et al., 2022). China and the United S. are key players in driving
the pace of global decarbonization (Xiang et al., 2022). As a key part of
helping to achieve carbon neutrality goals, the global coal industry is
also working to accelerate decarbonization.

As an unavoidable part of the process of decarbonization, it is
important to study coal mine safety accident from management. Over
the years, the level of emergency management in China has gradually
improved, but the depth of coal mining caused by the deepening
development of the coal mining industry has increased, and tailings
depots are difficult to handle. This increases the risk coefficient of coal
mine safety mining (Liu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021), and the
effective guarantee of the coal mine accident emergency system needs
to be perfected urgently. There is an urgent need to improve the
effectiveness of the coal mine accident emergency response system.
Therefore, the regional coal mine emergency (CME) coordination
mechanism established by the government, society and related coal
mining enterprises is very important to improve the coal mine
accident handling mechanism. At the same time, this study also
intensifies the research on CME in order to inspire national
designers or coal mining enterprises to implement management
strategies.

The central, local government, coal mining enterprises and other
relevant subjects are an important part of China’s regional
management and coordination system. The cooperation and
coordination of these stakeholders can minimize unnecessary losses
caused by CME by maximizing overall system function and enhancing
emergency management capabilities (Hao et al., 2021). However, in
the process of CME management and coordination, the different
orientations and preferences of these stakeholders make complex
conflicts of interest inevitable. Considering this situations, the
author constructs a differential game model for the key
stakeholders in the CME management coordination system (Hao
et al., 2022). Then, it evaluated how different factors affected
stakeholders’ behavior and documented how various players
behaved in the emergency synergy game. The study’s findings offer
crucial resources for conducting a quantitative analysis of CMA
management coordinating practice. On this basis, in order to find
the best way to improve CME management coordination and realize
the smooth operation of regional CME management coordination
mechanism, some measures to mobilize CME efficiency and improve
management coordination efficiency are proposed.

2 Literature review

In the twenty meetings held recently in China, carbon neutrality is
still one of the important issues, and reliable forecasts show that by
2060, 34.3%, 29.7% and 22.5% carbon reduction can be achieved in
China, and it is urgent to create a number of enterprises with high
emission reduction potential (Zhang et al., 2022). As an important part

of the carbon emission reduction link, the post-processing of accidents
and disasters in coal mining enterprises is a constant concern in the
field of emergency management in China.

The post-processing of coal mine safety accidents requires the
cooperation of three main actors: coal mining enterprises, local
government and society, McMaster and Baber (2012) has verified
the importance of achieving effective synergy among emergency
response subjects, and Evers Mariele argued that coordination is an
efficient way to cooperate (Evers et al., 2016).The studies of these
scholars pointed us to the necessity of an effective model of
cooperation between subjects in the post-processing of coal mine
accidents. While the elements of regional emergency management
procedures are an effective way to evaluate emergency management
capabilities, an adequate supply of emergency funds is necessary for
the continued and in-depth development of local government
emergency cooperation, as well as for meeting public expectations
and needs (Henstra, 2010). Therefore, the cost of emergency response
in coal mine accident management is an important element that
cannot be ignored.

An effective information sharing mechanism is necessary for local
governments to respond quickly to coal mine accidents. For instance,
The findings of research on enhancing China’s urban rail transit’s
emergency response capacity from the perspective of inter-
organizational coordination reveal that effective emergency
response depends on the allocation and control of emergency
organization, resources, planning, and information (Zhang et al.,
2016). Additionally, Zhou and Reniers (2022) simulated how
cooperation amongst emergency response bodies could increase the
effectiveness of emergency response. As can be observed, the
fundamental assurance for efficiently responding to emergencies is
the capacity for coordination among the relevant parties. Based on the
analysis of Katrina, Calixto and Larouvere (2010) indicated that there
were major factors influencing the effectiveness of emergency
response, such as different Standards and norms, public emergency
response, and organizational advance links.

Apart from that, Ikeda et al. (1998) in the study of mine emergency
coordination, learned the use of modern communication technologies
for emergency rescue and developed an emergency rescue model. Yeo
et al. (2017) indicated that the cooperative network of emergency
response agencies is highly fragmented, with weak horizontal and
vertical links (Schipper et al., 2015); Kinilakodi and Grayson (2011)
introduced the reliability analysis method for the integrated
management of mine safety emergencies in the prevention and
control of coal mine safety accidents. Chen et al. (2022) analyzed
the optimal channel selection strategy in mobile edge computing
(MEC) emergency cooperative networks from the evolution of
game theory perspective. And the scholars concerned in building
game models and seeking stabilization strategies between enterprises
and local governments and related subjects for the management of
construction waste (Liu and Teng, 2022).Related to this, the idea of
solving the equilibrium point of the game through system dynamics
for the cost of construction waste disposal to explore the positive
measures of stability among the stakeholders also inspired this paper
very importantly (Liu et al., 2021). All of these modeling approaches
have brought critical inspiration to the emergency response to coal
mine safety accidents.

The development of an evolutionary game model of emergency
coordination in Chinese coal mines needs to be based on the existing
development of emergency management in China, where there are still
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some gaps that need to be noted. Through the analysis of these
documents, we find that the study of CME management in China
mainly focuses on the emergency plan, the management system, the
management ability, the emergency rescue, and the problems and
solutions of the emergency managers (Calixto and Larouvere, 2010).
Many scholars have explored other issues, such as how to make
contingency plan, how to resolve the problems in emergency plan,
and how to design the emergency plan. Many researchers studied the
problems in the preparation of the contingency plan in China and put
forward that management coordination of CME needs deep and
systematic research (He et al., 2019; Zhang and Xiang, 2020).
However, there are only a few achievements in the field of
emergency management, such as decision making, commodity
flow, impact factors, assessment, etc. (Wang and Sheng, 2018). For
example, Hu (2008) studied the importance of coordinating state and
local coal mines and considered the need for a cooperation agreement.
Liu et al. (2020) explained that it is necessary to establish a disaster
rescue system among coal mines in different areas. Yang (2012)
analyzed the status quo of the disaster relief and confirmed the
effectiveness of the CME rescue team in CME rescue. Wang et al.
(2017) analyzed the evolutionary game between subjects in CME
management synergy based on the evolution of game the ory and
the numerical simulationmethod. A number of scholars have explored
the mechanism and capability of the coordination of emergency
management of coal mines in China (Wang et al., 2012; Liang and
Ning, 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016).

Existing research has important implications for this paper. China
has only recently begun its investigation into the mechanism for
emergency management synergy and has produced relatively few
findings, especially those relevant to coal mines, according to an
analysis of the current state of emergency management synergy in
China and the international community. More research is needed on
the emergency management synergy mechanis, there is still room for
improvement in the research on how each subject’s dynamic behavior
evolves within the system. In addition, the coordination mechanism of
emergency management needs further research, however, there are
few studies on the dynamic behavior evolution of every member in the
system. This also brings key insights to this research exploration. To
this end, this paper introduces evolutionary game theory in the
coordination mechanism of CME management, and explores the
game model of local government and coal mining companies in
the collaboration of coal mine disaster emergency response, and
analyzes its impact through numerical simulation. Its goals are to
direct the development of the regional CME system and enhance these
subjects’ capacity for emergency management synergy.

3 Model construction and solution

3.1 Analysis of game relationship between
local government and coal mine enterprises

Due to the different cognitive structure, preference and interest
motivation of each decision subject in coal mine accident emergency
management, certain conflict is bound to occur in the decision-
making action. Therefore, it can be considered that “conflict-free
cooperative game” is the essence of the game relationship between
coal mining enterprises and local governments, because coal mining
enterprises and local governments have different social attributes.

Because of its social attributes, local governments should not only
safeguard regional public interests, but also safeguard the interests of
organization members. However, in case of a conflict between the local
government and the social public interest, some behaviors of leaders
may cause damage to the social public interest because self-interest is
the “natural” goal of the local government, that is, the government will
have negative information integration behavior due to the high cost of
integrating accident decision-making information. In the emergency
disposal of coal mine accidents, coal mining enterprises, as the specific
implementer, have sufficient resources with emergency information
and technology, equipment and materials, emergency personnel, etc.,
but they can also be regarded as profit making organizations to
undertake social responsibility while maximizing its interests is its
main goal because of their obvious nature of “economic man”. When
the social public interest coincides with the economic interest of coal
mines, the government and coal mining enterprises will choose
cooperation for the social public interest and positively respond. In
case of a conflict of interest, especially when coal mining enterprises
are required to invest more financial, material and human resources in
the process of emergency disposal, resulting in the asymmetry of
emergency response costs and economic revenues, they may cause
damage to social and public interests due to self-interest, in other
words, they will be not positive and choose negative measures in the
face of coal mining accidents. In addition, when the regulatory
capacity of the government and the functional departments can not
be effectively brought into play, coal mining enterprises will also be
likely to respond negatively.

Coal mining enterprises, as the main body of independent
management, are responsible for their own profits and losses and
pursue profits, so their own economic interests seriously restrict their
subjective initiative in emergency response. Therefore, the emergency
behavior strategies of coal mining enterprises set by the model can also
be divided into two strategies: positive coordination and negative
coordination. In the course of emergency response to coal mine
accidents, the government should mainly adopt other financial or
administrative penalties such as the removal of the main leading posts
according to the performance and effectiveness of the emergency
response process.

3.2 Model hypothesis and solution

In the emergency management of emergencies, the participating
subjects of emergency decision-making are developing from a single
regional government to a pluralistic organization, however, the
different cognitive structures, preferences and interest motives of
each decision-making subject are bound to produce certain
contradictions and conflicts in the decision-making actions. Local
governments are in a leading position in the emergency response to
coal mine emergencies in China, playing the role of organization,
coordination and control. Therefore, the government needs to collect,
organize, and analyze a large amount of accident information to
ensure the scientific formulation and implementation of emergency
decisions. In the case of coal mine emergencies, coal mining
enterprises become the most information unit at the accident site,
and the main and most critical information source for the government
is still coal mining enterprises, in addition to other ways to obtain
information. Thus, the exploration of the information sharing mode
between the government and coal mining enterprises is a very
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important part of the emergency decision-making information system
for coal mining emergencies.

1) Model hypothesis

Assumption 1: Limited rationality. In the emergency game
between coal mining enterprises and the local governments, both
parties are limited rational participants, which means that the
participants respond slowly in the face of information changes,
inability to respond quickly and optimally to changes in information.

Assumption 2: Strategy space. Under the assumption of limited
rationality, when sharing the decision-making information about the
emergency management of coal mine accidents, due to the existence of
incomplete accident information and interest differences in the game
evolution process, the strategy space for local government agencies is
(positive coordination, negative coordination). and the strategy space
for coal mine enterprises will also (positive coordination, negative
coordination). Therefore, there are two kinds of local government
emergency behavior strategies in the model, it means that passive and
positive coordination, among which the former includes punishing
coal mining enterprises for poor disposal, setting up special emergency
agencies, and announcing information release, while the latter refers to
the low subjective initiative of local government in the process of coal
mine accident emergency, lack of information communication and
sharing with other emergency subjects, and failure to release
emergency resource information serving coal mine accidents to the
maximum extent.

Assumption 3: Gaming revenue. Combining the characteristics of
emergency management in Chinese coal mines, this paper introduces
reward and penalty mechanisms and makes assumptions about the
game payoffs for both sides of the game.

Assuming that the cost of local government’s positive
coordination is C1 (Including the supervision costs invested in
actively integrating information and the operation and
maintenance costs of information systems, etc.), the ability of
information onversion is, Q1 and the ability of information
transformation adopting negative coordination and integration is
Q2 (Q1 > Q2), and the local government will impose a fine F on
the coal mining enterprise if it finds that the coal mining enterprise is
responding negatively in the process of the positive coordination and
integration with the probability of discovery of N (0≤N≤ 1).
Assuming that the cost of positive response by coal mining
enterprises is C2, and the revenue it brings is R (the reputation of
the enterprise and the political interests of the senior executives
brought by positive response), the value of information positively
sharing is V, and the concealment coefficient of negative information
sharing is ρ (0≤ ρ≤ 1) (the concealment coefficient indicates the
degree of concealment of accident information by coal mining
enterprises, and the smaller the value, the more serious the
concealment of information). If coal mining enterprises are found
to information sharing positively, they will be rewarded W (positive
incentives such as recognition and promotion from local
governments).

Assumption 4: Behavioural strategy choice. Assume that the
proportion of local governments involved in CME management
that choose a positive synergistic strategy is x (x ∈ [0, 1]), then the
proportion of departments that choose a negative synergistic strategy
is (1-x). The proportion of decision makers in the coal mine
enterprises involved that choose positive sharing is y ( y ∈ [0, 1]),

then the proportion of decision makers that choose negative sharing is
(1-y).

According to the above hypotheses and analysis, the revenue
matrix of local government and the coal mine enterprises in
emergency management of coal mine sudden disasters is illustraed
in Table 1.

According to the game revenue matrix of emergency coordination
between local government and coal mining enterprises in Table 1, the
expected revenue of local government when adopting positive
integration and coordination is μL1, and the expected revenue
when choosing negative coordination is μL2, with an average
expected revenue of μL, from which the expected revenue function
of choosing positive coordination and negative coordination can be
obtained as follows:

The expected revenue of local government when choosing positive
coordination strategy is:

μL1 � y VQ1 − C1( ) + 1 − y( ) ρVQ1 +NF − C1( ) (1)
The expected revenue of local government when choosing

negative coordination strategy is:

μL2 � y VQ2( ) + 1 − y( ) ρVQ2( ) (2)
Then the average expected revenue of the mixed strategy for local

government agencies is:

μL � xμL1 + 1 − x( )μL2 (3)
According to Malthusian equation (Akhmet et al., 2006), the

replicator dynamics equation of local government is:

L x( ) � dx

dt
� x μL1 − μL( ) � x 1 − x( ) μL1 − μL2( )

� x 1 − x( ) 1 − ρ( )V Q1 − Q2( ) −NF[ ]y + ρV Q1 − Q2( ) +NF − C1{ }
(4)

In the same way, it is assumed that the expected revenue of coal
mining enterprises is μE1, when adopting positive response strategies is
μE2, when choosing negative response strategies, and the average
expected revenue is μE, from which:

When coal mining enterprises adopt positive response strategies,
the revenue is as follows:

μE1 � x W − C2 − V( ) + 1 −X( ) R − C2 − V( ) � xW + R − C2 − V

(5)
When coal mining enterprises adopt negative response strategies, the
revenue is as follows:

μE2 � x −NF − ρV( ) + 1 −X( ) −ρV( ) (6)
Then, the average expected revenue of coal mine enterprises is

μE � yμE1 + 1 − y( )μE2 (7)
Similarly, the replicator dynamics equation of coal mine enterprises is

E y( ) � dy

dt
� y μE2 − μE( ) � y 1 − y( ) μE1 − μE2( )

� y 1 − y( ) W +NF( )x − 1 − ρ( )V + R − C2[ ] (8)

By combining formula (1) with (5), a two-dimensional replicator
dynamics system of the game between local government organizations
and coal mining enterprises in coal mine accident emergency
coordination can be obtained. Let formula (4) and formula (8)
equal to 0 respectively, namely:
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L x( ) � x 1 − x( ) 1 − ρ( )V Q1 − Q2( ) −NF[ ]y + ρV Q1 − Q2( ) +NF − C1{ }
� 0 E y( ) � y 1 − y( ) W +NF( )x − 1 − ρ( )V + R − C2[ ] � 0 (9)

The two-dimensional dynamic system has five equilibrium points,
which are E1(0, 0), E2(1, 0), E3(0, 1), E4(1, 1) and E5(x*, y*).

Where, x* � (1−ρ)V+R−C2
W+NF , y* � −ρV(Q1−Q2)+C1−NF

(1−ρ)V(Q1−Q2)−NF

4 Model analysis and result discussion

4.1 Stability analysis of equilibrium point

As mentioned above, the analysis of the local stability of a system
with five equilibriums can be based on local stability of Jacobian
matrix of the replicator dynamics system. The Jacobian matrix
obtained by partial derivation of L(x) and E(y) is as follows:

J �
dL x( )
dx

dL x( )
dy

dE y( )
dx

dE y( )
dy

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ � 1 − 2x( )A x 1 − 2x( )B

y 1 − y( )C 1 − 2y( )D( ) (10)

Where,
A � [(1 − ρ)V(Q1 − Q2) −NF]y + ρV(Q1 − Q2) +NF − C1{ };
B � [(1 − ρ)V(Q1 − Q2) −NF]; C � (W +NF);
D � [(W +NF)x − (1 − ρ)V + R − C2].

Thus, detJ and trJ are respectively

detJ � 1 − 2x( ) 1 − 2y( )AD − xy 1 − x( ) 1 − y( )BC (11)

trJ � 1 − 2x( )A + 1 − 2y( )D (12)
The determinant detJ and trace trJ of the five equilibrium points

are calculated respectively, as shown in Table 2.
Based on the trace of Jacobian matrix and the positive and negative

sign of the determinant, we can get the local stability of the equilibrium
point by using the local stability of the Jacobian matrix. By analyzing the
relationship between different parameters, it can be concluded that there
are four kinds of parameter cases with evolutionary stable strategies, as
shown in Table 3. According to the analysis of determinant and trace
expression of Jacobianmatrix of five equilibriums, trace trJ ofE5(x*, y*)
is 0, so it is unstable in the system evolution. Thus, the equilibriums of
E1(0,0), E2(0,1), E3(1,0) and E4(1,1) are analyzed.

4.2 Result discussion

Based on the theory of evolutionary game, the stability strategies of
evolutionary game in different scenarios are discussed:

TABLE 1 Revenue matrix of emergency cooperative game model between local government and coal mining enterprises.

Coal mining enterprises

Positive response (y) Negative response (1-y)

Local
government

Positive coordination (x) VQ1-C1, W-C1-V ρVQ1+F-C1 -NFρV

Negative coordination (1-x) VQ2, R-C2-V ρVQ2 -ρV

TABLE 2 detJ and trJ of equilibrium points of evolutionary game model between local government and coal mining enterprises.

Equilibrium points Determinant and trace expression of Jacobian matrix

E1(0,0) detJ [ρV(Q1-Q2)+NF-C1]*[-(1-ρ)V + R-C2]

trJ [ρV(Q1-Q2)+NF-C1]+[-(1-ρ)V + R-C2]

E2(0,1) detJ -[V(Q1-Q2)-C1]*[-(1-ρ)V + R-C2]

trJ [V(Q1-Q2)-C1]-[-(1-ρ)V + R-C2]

E3(1,0) detJ -[ρV(Q1-Q2)+NF-C1]*[W + NF-(1-ρ)V + R-C2]

trJ [ρV(Q1-Q2)+NF-C1]+[W + NF-(1-ρ)V + R-C2]

E4(1,1) detJ [V(Q1-Q2)-C1]*[W + NF-(1-ρ)V + R-C2]

trJ -[V(Q1-Q2)-C1]-[W + NF-(1-ρ)V + R-C2]

E5(x*,y*) detJ {[C1- V(Q1-Q2)]*[-ρV(Q1-Q2)+NF-C1]*[W + NF-(1-ρ)V + R-C2]}/{ [ (1-ρ)V(Q1-Q2)- NF]*(W + NF)}

trJ 0

TABLE 3 Evolutionary stability strategies of replicator dynamics systems with
different parameters.

Equilibrium points detJ trJ Local stability

E1(0,0) >0 <0 ESS

E2(0,1) >0 <0 ESS

E3(1,0) >0 <0 ESS

E4(1,1) >0 <0 ESS

E5(x*,y*) >0 0 Unstable
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Scenario 1: WhenC1 <V(Q1 − Q2),(1 − ρ)V + C2 <W +NF + R,
it indicates that local government’s emergency response cost is less than the
value gain from the positive enhancement of the information transfer
capability in emergency management, and when the sum of the
revenues brought by coal mine enterprises’ positive response, the rewards
andfines brought by positive response is higher than the sumof the revenues
brought by weakening the information density and the emergency response
cost, the evolutionary game model evolutionary stability strategy (ESS) is
(1,1), whichmeans thatE4 (1,1) is in a game equilibrium state (ESS point) at
this time, and (positive coordination and positive response) is the
corresponding evolutionary stability strategy.

Scenario 2: When C1 >V(Q1 − Q2), (1 − ρ)V<R − C2, it
indicates that in the emergency coordination of coal mine
accidents, when the revenues brought by coal mine enterprises’
weakening of information density are lower than the net revenues
brought by their positive response or the losses brought by not
fully controlling accidents are greater than the difference between
the positive response and the passive response costs of handling
accidents, especially as coal mine enterprises deepen their
understanding of accident information or accident evolution,
and predict that abnormal accidents may change, resulting in
higher probability of serious accidents and increased economic
losses, coal mine enterprises will choose to positively respond in
order to prevent losses from expanding. However, local
governments still choose a wait-and-see attitude because they
do not know the accident status information, which may cause
the emergency response cost to be greater than the revenue
brought by the improvement of the ability to positively
integrate information. According to the equilibrium condition,
the revenue of coal mining enterprises choosing negative response
is lower than that of choosing positive response, while revenue of
local governments choosing negative coordination is higher than
that of choosing positive coordination. The evolutionary game
model ESS is (0,1), and at this time (negative coordination and
positive response) is the corresponding evolutionary stable
strategy.

Scenario 3: When NF + ρV(Q1 − Q2)>C1,
(1 − ρ)V + C2 >W +NF + R, it indicates that the sum of the
revenue from fines imposed by the government and the value
revenue from positively improving the information
transformation ability in the coal mine accident emergency
coordination is higher than the positive coordination cost, and
the sum of the revenue from concealing information and the
emergency response cost of the coal mine enterprise is greater
than the sum of the positive coordination revenue and the
positive response incentives and the negative response fines, or
the loss from not fully controlling the accident is less than the
distinction between the optimistic coordination revenue and the
passive coordination revenue. Judging from the equilibrium
condition at this point, the income of the local government is
higher than that of the negative coordination strategy, and the
coal mining enterprise’s revenue from choosing the positive
response is less than that from choosing the negative response. At
this time, the ESS of the evolutionary game model is (1,0), and
(positive coordination, negative response) is the corresponding
evolutionary stable strategy. Under the condition that the fines
imposed by local governments and the cost of positive
coordination remain unchanged, the government will tend to
choose positive coordination because of the possible loss of

credibility in negative coordination, which is determined by the
probability that the government predicts that the accident will
develop in a more serious direction. Therefore, coal mining
enterprises must improve the transparency of their safety
production information in order to more effectively enhance the
probability of positive coordination of local governments. In this
case, the local government will take an positive and cooperative
strategy to participate in the accident disposal of coal mine
enterprises, rather than wait for the support request of coal mine
enterprises before they participate in the disposal of sudden
accidents.

Scenario 4: When ρV(Q1 − Q2) +NF<C1, (1 − ρ)V + C2 >R, it
indicates that in the emergency coordination of coal mine
accidents, if the emergency response cost of positive
coordination by the government is higher than the sum of the
revenues brought by the information transformation ability and
the fines, and the sum of the revenues brought by the reduction of
information density of coal mine enterprises and the costs of
positive coordination is higher than the revenues brought by
positive coordination, the ESS of the evolutionary game model
is (0,0), and (negative coordination, negative response) is the
corresponding evolutionary stable strategy.

Scenario 5: When ρV(Q1 − Q2) +NF<C1 <V(Q1 − Q2),
R< (1 − ρ)V + C2 <W +NF + R, it indicates that in the
coordination emergency process of coal mine sudden disaster
accident, if the sum of revenue and emergency response cost
brought by concealing information is higher than the sum of
positive coordination revenue and lower than the sum of
positive coordination reward, positive coordination revenue and
negative response penalty; when that positive emergency
response cost of the local government in the accident emergency
process is higher than the sum of the information conversion
ability revenue and the enterprise fine revenue when the local
government passively share information and lower than the
revenue brought by the improvement of the information
conversion ability when the coal mine positively shares
information, the evolutionary stability strategy of the
evolutionary game model is (1,1) and (0,0), and (x*, y*) is the

FIGURE 1
Dynamic path diagram of equilibrium point of evolutionary game
model between the local government and coal mining enterprises.
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saddle point, the initial state of the system will affect the final
stability strategy, as depicted in Figure 1.

5 Numerical simulation

This study introduces Matlab simulation tool for numerical
simulation analysis, so as to describe more clearly and intuitively
the evolution of the emergency coordination game behavior
between coal mining enterprises and local governments in coal
mine accidents. Since it is difficult to obtain data related to
emergency response in coal mine accidents, this paper
determines the correlation coefficients based on relevant
research results and existing constraints, such as αk≥ θ, βk≥ π,
2αγ + ητgτ ≥ θγ/k, 2βγ + μcgc ≥ πγ/k etc. The parameter assignment
reflects the relative relation of parameters. It is known that the
benefit to the local government from the reduction in the loss of
each coal mine accident includes the social benefit of the whole
region.The unit loss factor for the local government caused by the
mine accident comes from the whole area.Specific allocation is
given in Table 4.

By using Matlab to simulate, we can get the relation between the
level of emergency response and the cost under the two scenarios, it
means that the introduction and lack of supervision and evaluation,
incentive mechanism, as illustrated in Figure 2.

As illustrated in Figure 2. With the increase in the cost of
emergency response, the level of emergency response effort will be
decreased under the two cases where there is no monitoring
and evaluation, and the level of emergency response is lower.
Based on the trend of the curve, the level of emergency response
will decrease rapidly with the increase of cost, which shows that
the active participation of coal mining enterprises depends on
the cost.

Under the assumption that the intensity of emergency rewards and
penalties is 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9.Figure 3 shows the
relationship between the emergency response and the cost of the coal
industry. If the system of reward and penalty is fixed, as the cost of
emergency response increases, the level of emergency response will
gradually decrease, and the level of emergency response will also be
raised.

Assuming that the intensity of the local government to the
emergency rewards and punishments of coal mining enterprises is

TABLE 4 Parameter assignment.

Symbols for quantities Assignment Symbols for quantities Assignment

gτ 0.5 η 0.5

k 0.8 μ 0.5

γ 6 ετ 0.5

C1 7 εc 0.5

C2 8 gc 0.5

α 15 π 5

β 10 θ 4

FIGURE 2
Relationship between emergency response efforts of coal mining
enterprises and emergency response costs of local governments under
the two scenarios.

FIGURE 3
Relationship between emergency response efforts and emergency
response costs of coal mine enterprises under different rewards and
punishments.
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0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 respectively, Figure 4 describes the
degree of emergency response efforts of coal mining enterprises with
the change of the local government supervision. As ilustrated in the
figure, If the local government’s supervision is fixed, the degree of
emergency response efforts of the coal mining enterprises will raise the
improvement of emergency rewards and punishments, and the
improvement of emergency response efforts of coal mining
enterprises is more obvious after the rewards and punishments rise
to 0.6; if the intensity of rewards and punishments is fixed, the level of
emergency response efforts of coal mining enterprises will slowly
increase with the improvement of local government supervision,
indicating that the improvement of rewards and punishments is
more conducive to enhancing the emergency response enthusiasm
of coal mining enterprises than the government supervision.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between emergency response
efforts and costs of coal mining enterprises when the local
government’s supervision on the coal mine enterprise is 0.9 and
the rewards and punishments are 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 respectively, and
when the local government’s supervision is 0.1 and the rewards and
punishments are 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 respectively. As shown in the figure,
the curves under the three corresponding rewards and punishments
intensity when the supervision intensity is 0.1 and 0.9 basically
coincide, but the degree of coordination emergency effort decreases
rapidly with the increase of emergency response cost, indicating that
the influence of emergency response cost on the enthusiasm of coal
mine enterprises is more immediate and significant than that of the
emergency response is more direct and significant than that of
emergency response cost. Therefore, in order to enhance the
enthusiasm of coal mining enterprises in emergency response to
sudden disasters and accidents, the local government should take
measures to compensate for the emergency response costs of the
enterprises to a greater extent, so that the economic interests of coal
mining enterprises can be effectively protected and their initiative in
emergency response can be higher.

6 Conclusion

Based on the evolutionary game theory, this study analyzes the
problem of decision information sharing between the local
government and the coal mining enterprises involved in the
regional CME management synergy system. Through the analysis
of the characteristics of emergency decision-making information of
coal mining accidents and the game relationship between government
and enterprises in emergency management of CME, a game model is
established to obtain a two-dimensional replicated dynamical system
of local government agencies and coal mining enterprises in
emergency decision-making information of CME, and analyzes its
and the stability conditions for each subject to reach the ideal state.
Numerical simulations are also conducted by MATLAB tools to verify
the feasibility and validity of the conclusions. As shown in Figure 1, the
graph. is divided into four regions by saddle point (x*, y*), i.e., I-IV.
When III and IV are the initial falling points of the system, the two-
dimensional dynamic system converges at (1,1). Similarly, I and II are
the initial falling points of the system, and the two-dimensional
dynamic system converges at (0,0). On the basis of the above
analysis, the following findings were obtained:

1) The necessary and sufficient conditions for the local government’s
evolutionary stabile strategy in coal mine accident emergency
coordination are C1 <V(Q1 − Q2) or ρV(Q1 − Q2) +NF>C1,
y>y* � [−ρV(Q1 − Q2) + C1 −NF]/[(1 − ρ)V(Q1 − Q2) −NF],
indicating that the local government will choose the evolutionary
stable strategy of positive coordination when it has a low cost of
coordination and emergency response, and will not change due to
the strategy choice of coal mining enterprises. The main reason for
the high cost of government emergency coordination may be the
low information utilization and coordination efficiency in reality.
Therefore, the local government should set up the coal mine
accident emergency decision-making information coordination
management department, and take it as the information driver
to fast and effectively response to coal mine accidents. The
establishment of an information sharing mechanism is an

FIGURE 4
The relationship between emergency response efforts of coal
mining enterprises and government supervision under different rewards
and punishments.

FIGURE 5
Relationship between emergency response efforts and costs of
coal mining enterprises under different rewards and punishments.
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important condition for local governments to efficiently and
quickly start the emergency response process for coal mine
accidents.

2) The necessary and sufficient conditions for the coal mine
enterprises’ evolutionary stabile strategy in coal mine accident
emergency coordination are (1 − ρ)V + C2 <R or
(1 − ρ)V + C2 <W +NF + R,
x> x* � [(1 − ρ)V − R + C2]/[W +NF], indicating that if the
emergency task can be completed in the emergency process,
the coal mine will reduce the emergency response cost to a
certain extent. When the net benefit of the strategy chosen by
the coal mine enterprise is large enough, the coal mine enterprise
will choose to positively respond to this evolutionary stable
strategy and will not change due to the local government
strategic selection. The cost of emergency response is the
decisive factor affecting the emergency response work of coal
mining enterprises. In addition, the establishment of emergency
cost compensation mechanism and incentive mechanism should
also be the focus of local governments in formulating emergency
coordination policies in the future.

3) The necessary and sufficient conditions for local governments and
coal mining enterprises in coal mine emergency coordination are
C1 <V(Q1 − Q2) or ρV(Q1 − Q2) +NF>C1 and (1 − ρ)V +
C2 <R or (1 − ρ)V + C2 <W +NF + R when the evolutionary
stabile strategy is (positive cooperation and positive response),
indicating that the local governments and coal mining enterprises
must improve mutual coordination in the emergency process of
coal mine accidents, so that the coordination benefits can be
improved and the game system stability strategy can exist for a
long time.

This study explored the interests and conflicts between local
governments and coal mining enterprises based on evolutionary
game theory, which to a certain extent promotes the construction
of emergency collaboration mechanism between coal mining
enterprises and local governments, and the coal mining industry is
a key link to achieve the goal of carbon neutrality, which has a certain
demonstration radiation effect and provides a reference meaning for
the collaboration between other industry sectors and local
governments. For example, the analysis of the evolutionary game
between the construction industry and local governments will be a
research direction in the next stage.

China is in a critical period of social change, and the enhancement
of governmental emergency synergy plays an important role in
guaranteeing the creation of a stable and harmonious social
environment. The research theme of this paper provides a
breakthrough for the enhancement of the cooperation ability
between local governments and other subjects, and is dedicated to
providing practical and strategic suggestions for the comprehensive
decision-making of local governments’ emergency response ability.
For example, the analysis of emergency synergy game between local

government and other social subjects will also be included in the next
stage of research.
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